Resolution 2017-2018-4 Faculty Senate Bylaw Change, Admissions and Standards Committee

Whereas, during the 2014 Legislative Session, the passage of House Bill 433 amended Florida Statutes 1012.56, eliminating the obsolete option of achieving a passing score on the CLAST to satisfy the general knowledge requirement; and

Whereas, the requirement for CLAST expired June 2009; therefore

BE IT RESOLVED that the Bylaws for the Admissions and Standards committee be amended as follows:

Admissions and Standards Committee

1. Duties and Responsibilities.
   
   a. To consider all undergraduate student admissions that do not meet the minimum university admissions standards and that are referred to it by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions.

   b. To consider all undergraduate student appeals of readmission decisions or academic standing.

   c. To consider undergraduate student appeals of decisions that have been made by the College of Undergraduate Studies concerning late withdrawals, late drops, late adds, and medical withdrawals.

   d. To consider continuation of undergraduate students who fail to meet CLAST requirements in accordance with appropriate rules and regulations.

   e. To consider graduate student appeals of decisions that have been made by the College of Graduate Studies concerning late withdrawals, late drops, late adds, and medical withdrawals.

Approved by the Faculty Senate Steering Committee on August 17, 2017.
Approved by the Faculty Senate on November 16, 2017.